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Gold Winner
Care Navigation
Portsmouth, N.H. – April 30, 2019
Validation Institute, an independent, objective,
3rd party organization focused on changing
healthcare, hosted the second annual Health
Value Awards Sunday evening at the Marriott
Wardman Park Hotel in Washington, D.C. The
ceremony recognized more than thirty companies
and individuals leading innovative changes in
healthcare.
RD Whitney, CEO of Validation Institute and the
Master of Ceremonies for the event said “On
behalf of Validation Institute and our 2019 Health
Value Awards judges, it’s fair to say we were
overwhelmed by the number of applications we
received for this year’s award program. Tonight
we celebrate all companies who have made it
their mission to provide better health outcomes at
lower cost.”
Health Value Award candidates complete
a lengthy and rigorous application process,
particularly those applying in a validated category.
These companies undergo an in-depth evaluation
to ensure the accuracy of their performance
claims.
RD Whitney expressed that “Participating in the
Health Value Awards shows these healthcare
companies and providers are not only committed
to providing high-quality, value-based healthcare,
but are ready to lead the industry in this new,
exciting, and necessary direction.”
About Validation Institute
The CI Validation Institute’s goal is to help
organizations involved in population health – from

“

The Validation Institute, an
independent, objective, 3rd
party organization focused
on changing healthcare,
awarded US HealthCenter
and its PredictiMed™
Population Health and
Wellness Analytics, Predictive
Modeling, Engagement and
Care Navigation Solution with
top honors in the category of
“Care Navigation.”

Care Navigation is a subdiscipline of care coordination
that aspires to steer patients
to the most appropriate and
effective clinical provider.
Health Plans to Employers to Vendors – adhere
to the highest standards of validity, allowing
them to compete on the basis of integrity and
performance rather than hyperbole. Validation
Institute will impartially challenge the status quo of
typical population health outcomes measurement,
with the objective of impacting how the industry
establishes its credibility.

